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The HD-Mapping platform employs electronic detection of tagged single DNA molecules to provide significantly higher sensitivity, 
accuracy, and resolution than existing mapping technologies. A solution-phase DNA isolation procedure may be used due to the 
high information content of Nabsys single-molecule reads which obviate the need for time consuming gel plug isolation protocols. 
Nabsys HD-Mapping provides long-range information with high resolution capable of resolving even the most difficult regions of 
genomes at a fraction of the price of other mapping and scaffolding technologies, enabling de novo map assembly, structural 
variant analysis, metagenome characterization and strain identification. 

Advantages of Nabsys electronic detection

Correcting Errors in PacBio and ONT Assemblies using High-Definition Mapping

   De novo whole genome assemblies based on short-read sequencing data are often incomplete and highly 
fragmented. The development of long-read, single-molecule technologies, like those produced by Pacific Biosciences 
(PacBio) and Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT), were driven by the need for longer read lengths to span repeat 
regions and complex events. While significant improvements in assembly have been observed with the application of 
these technologies, both have high per-read error rates resulting in frequent assembly errors and are unable to achieve 
sufficient read length to observe all genomic structural changes. Scaffolding methods, such as optical mapping or Hi-C 
methodologies, have been used in combination with sequencing technologies for assembly improvement, but suffer 
from inherent resolution limitations and high cost. Complete, accurate and cost-effective genome assembly continues to 
be a problem, even for small microbial genomes.  
     To provide the necessary long-range information while maintaining sufficient resolution to complement sequencing 
technologies, Nabsys has developed the HD-MappingTM platform to construct high-resolution whole genome maps. By 

analyzing reads that are hundreds of kilobases in length, electronic detection preserves long-range information while 
simultaneously achieving unparalleled resolution and accuracy. Single-molecule reads have high resolution and low 
false-negative and false-positive error rates, resulting in high information content per read. To assess data quality, we 
present a de novo assembled map containing a known large tandem repeat and show concordance with the well-
established reference. 
       To demonstrate the need for the long-range information provided by Nabsys HD maps for accurate assembly, we 
show examples of assembly errors generated with PacBio and ONT data from large and small genomes. Errors 
observed include collapsed repeats, false duplications/insertions, chimeric joins, and incorrect circularization junctions. 
Alignments between Nabsys assembled maps and sequence assemblies are presented to highlight regions of 
discrepancy. 


To demonstrate the accuracy and resolution of Nabsys 
HD-Mapping, single-molecule data were collected for E. 
coli MG1655 nicked with Nt.BspQI, de novo assembled, 
and aligned to the high quality reference. As shown in the 
plot to the right, there is a high degree of agreement 
between the expected reference interval sizes and the 
interval sizes of the Nabsys assembled map. The linear 
relationship observed extended down to intervals as small 
as 300 bp, well below the diffraction limit of optical 
mapping approaches. De novo assembly of these data 
resulted in two HD maps that spanned 99.4% of the 
reference with 0 false positives and 0 false negatives for 
intervals >500 bp. 

Accuracy and resolution of Nabsys assemblies

Nabsys assembled HD map interval size accuracy

Nabsys 
HD Maps

Bionano Maps

*Alignment criteria applied to both alignments: size match = 0.030 * interval size ± 300 bp; Max reference interval size skip = 500 bp, required intervals  = 6
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Comparison of resolution and interval size accuracy 
Illustrating the underlying data quality 
from electronic detection, Nabsys 
assembled maps  (top) and Bionano 
assembled maps (bottom) were aligned 
to the E. coli MG1655 reference (middle) 
using the same alignment criteria. The 
image illustrates a complete and correct 
alignment of the Nabsys HD maps to 
the reference, reflected by the consistent 
color across the alignment. Color 
changes observed in the alignment of 
the reference to the Bionano assembly 
indicate an interruption in the alignment 
where the criteria is not met or the 
presence of alignment gaps, resulting 
from poor resolution and poor interval 
size accuracy. 
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To demonstrate the benefit of higher density maps for scaffolding of sequence contigs, two separate de novo assembled 
maps using Nt.BbvCI/Nb.BbvCI and Nb.BssSI, with average interval densities of 4.2 kb and 5.7 kb, respectively, were 
generated from Lysinibacillus sp. Alignments of the HD maps to the scaffolded sequence assembly are shown below, 
with greater than 99% of the sequence assembly contained within the scaffold. The high density maps enabled the 
scaffolding of sequencing contigs as small as 29 kb. Scaffolding of the main chromosome and the two extra-
chromosomal elements are consistent between the two assembled HD maps.

In collaboration with the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), we assembled HD maps for several outbreak 
strains of Bordetella pertussis to characterize structural differences. Duplications ranging in size from 15 kb to >300 kb, 
previously unresolvable by a combination of Illumina, PacBio and Argus OpGen mapping data, were resolved using 
Nabsys assembled HD maps. An example of a newly characterized 65 kb tandem duplication in a B. pertussis genome 
using a Nabsys Nt.BspQI/Nt.BbvCI assembled HD map, with an average interval spacing of 6.2 kb, is shown in the 
alignment below.	
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*Alignment criteria applied: size match = 0.030 * interval size ± 300 bp; Max reference interval size skip = 500 bp, required intervals  = 7
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In collaboration with the International Metagenomics and Microbiome Standards Alliance (IMMSA) we generated a de 
novo map assembly of a class III microbe, Pseudoalteromonas haloplanktis, to evaluate ongoing sequence assembly 
efforts using Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) and Pacific Biosciences (PacBio) data. Alignments of the Nabsys 
assembled map to an ONT assembly (top) and an ONT + PacBio assembly (bottom) are shown below. The repetitive 
nature of the genome resulted in a non-contiguous sequence assembly and multiple sequence assembly errors 
(indicated by arrows), including a chimeric join, in the ONT only assembly. While the addition of PacBio data to the ONT 
data improved contiguity of the sequence assembly, errors throughout the assembly are still observed. 	
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Alignment of Nabsys Nb.BssSI assembled HD map to draft sequence assembliesAdvantages of Nabsys HD-Mapping:!
•  Long-range information
•  High-resolution, direct detection of 300 bp intervals
•  Highly-scalable
•  Low cost
•  Wide range of useful DNA lengths to complement 
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The difference in resolution and 
accuracy between Nabsys and Bionano 
data is made further evident in the 
comparison of the assembly interval 
accuracy plots shown to the left. Nabsys 
HD-Mapping enables more accurate 
intervals size determination and the 
de tec t i on o f sma l l e r i n t e r va l s . 
Importantly, this allows the generation of 
higher density maps that can more 
effectively be used to correct and 
scaffold sequence assemblies. 



